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Astrological Compatibility

 Astrologically, each individual is represented by a chart of the planets and houses at the
 moment of his birth. By comparing and contrasting the interrelationships of two separate charts,
 the astrologer can reveal the many ways and many levels that two people relate with each other.
 This is the astrological art of synastry as it has been practiced for several thousand years.

 This report analyzes each of the two selected charts and interprets the astrological
 connections between them. The charts' data, along with planetary positions and house cusps, are
 printed on the previous page. There are four possible sections to this report, two for each of the
 charts. Any one of them, or all four of them, will be included here depending on which were
 requested. For each individual the two possible sections are: 1) How this person approaches
 relationships. This section considers only the one chart, and is appropriate for all relationships
 this individual makes. 2) How this person relates specifically with the second person. Here each
 paragraph interprets a contact between the two charts from one chart's point of view. The text
 here pertains to this one relationship only, and should be understood in light of the actual nature
 of the relationship.

 Remember that every relationship contains points of similarity and harmony as well as
 points of conflict and discord. Through understanding, it is possible to cultivate and encourage
 the positive and harmonious, and keep relationships growing and fruitful through the highs and
 lows of the passing years.
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Report for barak obama
How You Approach Relationships

 You, who are so power oriented and commanding in tone, have a greater need than most for
 love relationships. Who would guess that you like your lovers anything but aggressive? You
 need your lovers to be accepting, even at the risk of being on the dull side. Your relationships
 tend to be long-term, conservative, and quite stable. Your partners often have money, property,
 and tend to be quite possessive of your attention. Your emotions run deep and you can be
 fiercely jealous. You bury yourself in your relationships. Only your lover knows how
 vulnerable you really are.

Taurus  on 7th Cusp

 With you, good looks count a lot. You like partners who are charming, refined, and
 appreciate the better things in life. You may depend on them for appreciation and love, and you
 probably share the same set of values. They tend to dote on you, and you like it that way.

Venus  Ruler of 7th

 You really depend on relationships for growth and support, and you tend to find yourself in,
 and by means of, other people. Others find you very supportive. You may be a bit of a "mother
 hen" when it comes to watching over your friends and partners.

Moon  in 7th House
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Report for barak obama
Strengths in your relationships

 You were born lucky and have never had trouble finding support and approval from others.
 You may find that working with people is what you want to do for a career. Whether
 professionally or not, you will find yourself guiding and directing other people in one way or
 another. You have a way with other people and could do well in advertising, sales... any
 occupation that works with the public. If anything, you might have had it a little too easy, been
 a little too lucky.

Moon Trine Jupiter       (orb: 01 28')

 You communicate very well, and it is easy for you to give others a feeling for whatever
 you're thinking. You tend to believe that there is almost no problem that cannot be handled with
 words, by talking it out. You could be a fine speaker. Your natural sensitivity for the feelings
 and thoughts of those around you makes you a valued community member. Needless to say,
 you want a partner who is at home with feelings and -- above all -- likes to talk.

Moon Sextile Mercury       (orb: 02 17')

 You are very skilled and exhibit great artistry in whatever you do. Your work is always well
 organized and efficiently produced. You are driven to accept more and more responsibility,
 which is not a burden to you. This is a sign of excellent managerial ability. You're in it for the
 long haul and are a good example of what real discipline looks like.

Mars Trine Saturn       (orb: 02 58')

 Others soon learn how responsible you are, and that they can depend on you for real
 support. Sure, you are perhaps a little too organized and run more cool than hot, but you really
 do care and never let your friends down. Whatever you do is built upon a solid foundation, and
 that includes relationships. Too serious? Aloof? Perhaps, but you are loyal, dependable, and
 don't enter into relationships lightly.

Moon Trine Saturn       (orb: 04 05')

 You are attractive and tend to be physically active. You just might participate in or manage
 some athletic endeavor. You are in tune with your feelings and really know how to play a
 crowd for the maximum response. You can always count on support from those around you.
 You seldom hide how you feel and therefore are no stranger to an occasional argument. You
 probably got a lot of emotional support as a child, especially from your mother.

Moon Trine Mars       (orb: 07 03')

 You love to lose yourself in your latest dream, whether it be a person or a project. You find
 it easy to be caught up in images -- dreams, psychology, metaphysics, cinema, etc. You
 probably love movies -- anything that flicks on the silver screen. You may be an artist and you
 certainly run with an artistic crowd. You are charming to the point of being enchanting. Very
 idealistic. 

Venus Trine Neptune       (orb: 07 10')
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Report for barak obama
Challenges in your relationships

 You think you can get around doing things as you know they are supposed to be done.
 These shortcuts end up costing you a lot. You also tend to bite off more than you can chew and
 can have a million projects going at once. You get carried away with yourself easily in
 arguments, and those close to you sometimes accuse you of not being entirely fair with them.

Mercury Opposition Jupiter       (orb: 00 49')

 You may have a fear of taking the plunge, letting go. Perhaps you are hesitant to trust your
 vision or your dreams, lest they overpower your day-to-day routine. As for relationships, you
 tend to worry about being deceived. There is tension present as to just how much you dare trust
 your more mystical side. Perhaps you have been disappointed by authority figures, more due to
 your over-idealizing them than to their own faults.

Sun Square Neptune       (orb: 03 39')

 You are unconventional, at the expense of your own popularity. You did not care to follow
 in the footsteps of a traditional upbringing, and you may have left some very disappointed
 parents behind as you set out on your own. Independence and originality for you have been
 almost a private thing. You have sought it out despite the occasional disapproval of the
 status-quo. You may be restless and move around a lot. Your desire for personal freedom has
 always gone against the majority.

Moon Square Uranus       (orb: 04 11')

 Everyone would agree that you make a good critic, although not everyone would agree that
 you are always fair. You don't like opposition. In conversations, you may find yourself
 squelching others' points of view. You have great mental endurance and tend to involve
 yourself in projects that most would find tedious. You like repetitive work.

Mercury Opposition Saturn       (orb: 06 22')

 You are a real dreamer but can't always manage to put your vision into words. You may
 occasionally be accused of cloudy thinking and of letting your imagination run wild. There is a
 likelihood that you frequently get yourself into situations in which you are disappointed, or
 disappoint others. Some clear thinking on your part could prevent others from getting the
 feeling that you are intentionally misleading them. You may have trouble paying attention,
 keeping your mind on what you are doing.

Mercury Square Neptune       (orb: 06 53')

 You have always felt vulnerable when deep emotional issues are brought up, and may have
 a history of avoiding confrontation and self-examination. You are ever so sensitive to ideas of
 death, helplessness, and vulnerability in general. You see them only too well, and they haunt
 you. There may well be some childhood experiences that were rough or harsh for you to accept.
 Any partner will have to tread very gently when it comes to matters of feelings and security.
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 You may tend to dominate a relationship, but without success.
Moon Square Pluto       (orb: 07 32')
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Report for barak obama
Your Relationship with michelle obama

 You probably felt at home with michelle right from the start. You enjoy doing things
 together. It feels natural and good. It occurs to you that this relationship could last a while. She
 feels almost like family and does a lot to bring out your more domestic side. The two of you
 might cater to the public or run a business from your home.

Her Moon  in Your Fourth  House

 At last, someone you can really talk with. You should have become instant friends from the
 very start. michelle is the kind of person that is intellectually stimulating. Together you could
 spend great amounts of time exploring ideas and concepts, taking walks, and even short trips.
 Talking until dawn is not impossible with her. The platonic thing was there from the start, and
 there is a sense of the brotherly and sisterly between you. Even if lovers, you will always be
 first and foremost, good friends.

Her Sun  in Your Third  House

 She is a talker, and you're no slouch yourself. When the two of you get together there is
 little room for anyone else in the conversation. You both connected intellectually and mentally
 from the very beginning and seem to have a world of things to discuss. When you can't get
 together, you may talk on the phone or write voluminous letters to one another. Communication
 is so strong between you that it is possible for you to team up and collaborate on writing or
 speaking projects. Take the show on the road.

Her Mercury  in Your Third  House

 She seems to appreciate your more domestic and homey qualities. She likes the way you
 feel, physically and emotionally. michelle tends to bring out the parent or protector in you and
 tends to banish your thoughts of coolness and distance. You have thoughts of home life and
 domesticity when you are with her. The idea of putting down roots, settling down, and just
 living life takes on value through knowing her.

Her Venus  in Your Fourth  House

 Any relationship with michelle is going to have real emotional overtones. She has a knack
 for getting you right in the pit of your stomach. It will never be dull, but it's not likely to be
 tranquil either. She has real opinions, and tends to push you to declare yourself and to send out
 roots. There is a drive to get you to settle down and make a home. She has a lot of energy
 behind this thought. It may be just what you need to stop postponing the domestic scene. She is
 a real experience.

Her Mars  in Your Fourth  House

 You love to work together. michelle has a knack for getting you involved and feeling more
 responsible. She may introduce you to many new ideas concerning food, health, exercise --
 new-age ideas. You may have found yourself caring more about other people and about all of
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 life when you are with her. You have become more self-sufficient through knowing her. She
 may influence your work situation too, especially in how you get along with subordinates.

Her Jupiter  in Your Sixth  House

 michelle loves routine. She takes the domestic scene very seriously and especially loves to
 work around the home. You may find this helpful at times, but more likely you will experience
 it as restricting. There is a sense of heaviness, as if limits have been set on the experience of just
 living out a day. On the up side, there is a great sense of security and provision.

Her Saturn  in Your Fourth  House

 michelle has the capacity for introducing you to radically new goals and groups of people.
 Perhaps through her you will meet a whole new set of friends, or be part of a group working on
 a new-age project. You may come to have a completely new idea of your fellow man, of
 brotherhood, and all of that stuff. She has radical ways of seeing things. All this may come as
 quite a surprise to you and may upset the traditional apple cart. She is anything but boring.

Her Uranus  in Your Eleventh  House

 You find michelle enchanting and are easily carried away by her eloquence and
 non-worldliness. There is a dreamlike quality to your relationship, as if it were being somehow
 carried out on some higher plane. When you are together you feel a sense of unity and oneness.
 A lot of the pettiness of life seems to drop away. You may wonder whether this is too good to
 be true or if the two of you are just deluding yourselves. You may love water and the movies.

Her Neptune  in Your First  House

 She is very dynamic, and you probably met her in a group of friends or at a community
 function. She may instantly set about forming a new group of friends for you to hang around
 with, or she may advise you on which groups and projects are really worthwhile. michelle will
 strip away a lot of needless social niceties. Through her you may be exposed to a more radical
 form of politics or group goal than heretofore. She is very serious about all of this.

Her Pluto  in Your Eleventh  House
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Report for barak obama
Strengths in your relationship with michelle obama

 michelle may be one of your most valuable assets and have a great influence on your career
 and life direction. Through her support you may succeed in finding solutions to many a
 problem. You work well together and would make good partners.

 Your Sun Trine  Her Jupiter       (orb: 00 21')

 Lovebirds! There is real mutual admiration between the two of you, and you work well
 together. This would hold true of a business as well as a love relationship. Essentially this is
 due to a sense of shared ideals and values. You appreciate the very same things in life.

 Your Venus Trine  Her Venus       (orb: 00 43')

 This is about as close to a mutual admiration society as any two are likely to get. michelle is
 very supportive of your values and ideals. You might even feed on this. You have always felt
 simple admiration and love for her. You just like the way she feels.

 Your Venus Trine  Her Moon       (orb: 01 29')

 You are always 100% behind michelle. You would make a great campaign manager, and
 this could also be a good business partnership. You can't help but be supportive of her needs,
 and she feels that she can always count on you.

 Your Moon Trine  Her Sun       (orb: 02 49')

 Emotions run high with the two of you, but mostly it's very healthy. There is a strong sexual
 rapport. She finds you very supportive when it comes to her feelings and emotions. This is
 probably a very active relationship. She tends to push you on to be a real provider.

 Your Moon Trine  Her Mars       (orb: 04 03')

 This could be an excellent partnership, whether romantic or otherwise. You feel that you
 can really get behind michelle and push her on to new heights. Feelings run high, and there is
 always lots of action.

 Your Mars Trine  Her Sun       (orb: 04 14')

 The two of you may have a strong interest in the arts, music, and film. This could be a
 business relationship. Your emotional rapport may have an almost otherworldly quality about it.
 You could be a very moving force as a team when it comes to matters pertaining to the
 imagination, psychology, metaphysics, etc.

 Your Mars Sextile  Her Neptune       (orb: 04 50')
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Report for barak obama
Challenges in your relationship with michelle obama

 Push me; pull you. There is a tendency to end up feeling at odds with one another no matter
 what the issue. This could manifest in hard feelings and a lack of support on each of your parts.
 It is  a no-win situation, and even a bit humorous.

 Your Moon Square  Her Moon       (orb: 00 32')

 She may not appreciate your feelings and emotions, and may not like your moods. You may
 tend to ignore her values and ideals and take them too lightly. She senses that you may not
 support her sense of values. There could be a kind of cold war going on.

 Your Moon Square  Her Venus       (orb: 01 17')

 Harsh words and arguments may not be uncommon. She tends to irritate and get pushy,
 with the result that you may get sharply critical and say more than you intended. Your analysis
 of her feelings may drive her a little crazy.

 Your Mercury Opposition  Her Mars       (orb: 01 46')

 You don't like the way she thinks and expresses herself. You just don't appreciate many of
 the things she says to you. This bugs her, and she may insist on going against your own set of
 values. 

 Your Venus Opposition  Her Mercury       (orb: 03 23')

 There may be some problems in communication. You may find it difficult to talk with
 michelle, or attempts at communication end up in a standstill. Her attitude and manner may
 leave you feeling frustrated, unable to communicate.

 Your Mercury Opposition  Her Sun       (orb: 05 06')

 She may feel that you don't take her ideals seriously enough, and that you discount her more
 imaginative and creative side. You may feel that she is unrealistic, only fooling herself, and is
 always getting carried away with one thing or another. There could be deception.

 Your Sun Square  Her Neptune       (orb: 05 18')

 You may find her somewhat repressive of your feelings. She manages to put a damper on
 you every time you get to feeling good and comfortable. There is no way you will support this
 side of her, and this could lead to a real standoff.

 Your Moon Square  Her Saturn       (orb: 07 13')

 You may tend to ignore michelle's feelings, resulting in arguments and clashes of wills.
 Your relationship tends to run hot and cold, but when you're hot you are very hot. There may be
 some hard feelings between you.

 Your Sun Opposition  Her Mars       (orb: 08 46')

 You may find her influence limiting and even oppressive at times. She may tend to cling to
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 you, and there is this sense of never being able to really get going. There may be authority
 problems. She may view you as harsh or restrictive.

 Your Sun Opposition  Her Saturn       (orb: 09 58')
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Report for michelle obama
How You Approach Relationships

 You tend to be impetuous and daring in the way you come across. Your seeming innocence
 does not always make up for a tendency to be too direct at times -- some might say rude. You
 fall in love easily, often, and you are not afraid to rush into a relationship. Above all, you
 always seem to go after those with manners, education, and a dignified appearance. You love to
 be the bull in someone's china shop. You tend to seek a real diplomat for a partner, one who
 delights in smoothing over your rough spots.

Libra  on 7th Cusp

 With you, good looks count a lot. You like partners who are charming, refined, and
 appreciate the better things in life. You may depend on them for appreciation and love, and you
 probably share the same set of values. They tend to dote on you, and you like it that way.

Venus  Ruler of 7th

 If there is one area of your life where you really let yourself go, it's relationships. For you,
 there is none of this 9-to-5 stuff when it comes to love. You want your love life full of dreams
 and very imaginative. You have a calming effect on your social group, which tends to include
 friends capable of joining you in your high flights of fancy. Need we say that you are a
 dreamer, and by the same token you might slip into gullibility and lose more than one possible
 partner through wooly-mindedness on your part. Not everyone is as out-of-this-world as you
 are. You love to take in a movie with friends and lose yourself in unusual conversation. You are
 drawn to film, theatre, and fantasy, as well as the occult.

Neptune  in 7th House
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Report for michelle obama
Strengths in your relationships

 People just naturally love you, perhaps because they sense that you really care for them too.
 This amounts to more than just a minor talent. You have lots of friends, and many relationships.
 You're just fun to be around. You may hang out with artistic types, or be one yourself. The
 feminine, in all of its aspects: fashion, beauty, style, etc., is your cup of tea. You love people
 and working with the public.

Moon Conjunction Venus       (orb: 00 45')

 You love to talk and write, and you probably do so beautifully. Your sense of color,
 harmony, manners, and all that is artistic, is beyond reproach. You know quality, and people
 love to let you pick out art or arrange color schemes for them.

Mercury Sextile Venus       (orb: 04 06')

 An original thinker, perhaps an inventor. You have a very sharp mind, capable of real
 insight. You are always thinking of new ways to do things or a new use for something. You are
 great at finding solutions for existing problems where others have run out of ideas. Almost
 anything can be turned to an advantage, once you put your mind to it. Communication of all
 kinds, especially computers, electronics, and the new technology, is right up your alley.

Mercury Trine Uranus       (orb: 04 46')

 You communicate very well, and it is easy for you to give others a feeling for whatever
 you're thinking. You tend to believe that there is almost no problem that cannot be handled with
 words, by talking it out. You could be a fine speaker. Your natural sensitivity for the feelings
 and thoughts of those around you makes you a valued community member. Needless to say,
 you want a partner who is at home with feelings and -- above all -- likes to talk.

Moon Sextile Mercury       (orb: 04 52')

 You have great emotional control, and this allows you to pace yourself in ways average
 people cannot. You can keep control when others lose it. This suggests the capacity for
 sustained effort on your part which may manifest in a natural athletic ability. Your
 relationships, which tend to be long lasting, are easy going. There is an accent on leadership
 and masculinity.

Sun Conjunction Mars       (orb: 06 52')

 Others soon learn how responsible you are, and that they can depend on you for real
 support. Sure, you are perhaps a little too organized and run more cool than hot, but you really
 do care and never let your friends down. Whatever you do is built upon a solid foundation, and
 that includes relationships. Too serious? Aloof? Perhaps, but you are loyal, dependable, and
 don't enter into relationships lightly.

Moon Conjunction Saturn       (orb: 07 45')
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Report for michelle obama
Challenges in your relationships

 You think you can get around doing things as you know they are supposed to be done.
 These shortcuts end up costing you a lot. You also tend to bite off more than you can chew and
 can have a million projects going at once. You get carried away with yourself easily in
 arguments, and those close to you sometimes accuse you of not being entirely fair with them.

Mercury Square Jupiter       (orb: 07 47')

 You are unconventional, at the expense of your own popularity. You did not care to follow
 in the footsteps of a traditional upbringing, and you may have left some very disappointed
 parents behind as you set out on your own. Independence and originality for you have been
 almost a private thing. You have sought it out despite the occasional disapproval of the
 status-quo. You may be restless and move around a lot. Your desire for personal freedom has
 always gone against the majority.

Moon Opposition Uranus       (orb: 09 38')
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Report for michelle obama
Your Relationship with barak obama

 You can benefit a lot from the support of this person. If you stop and think about it, you
 couldn't imagine a much more perfect response from the cosmos to yourself than you find in
 barak. For one, he is almost totally supportive of you, warts and all. And there is every reason
 to believe that he could aid you financially, as well as romantically. Good things could happen
 with and through him. Here is a real opportunity for you to take hold and develop your
 resources. This is fertile soil for many things.

His Moon  in Your Second  House

 Here is a real playmate, a lover in all the traditional sense of that word. barak really gets
 those creative juices bubbling, and through him you discover artistic tendencies you never knew
 you had. You might even write a poem or two. There is a first blush and sense of mutual
 discovery in this relationship. Through knowing him you have become more self-expressive,
 more active. There is a growing sense of self-confidence and pride in yourself that you gain
 from this relationship. There is a good feeling to this relationship.

His Sun  in Your Fifth  House

 You may get together with barak to talk about home and family, and sending down roots.
 His ideas are down-to-earth and settling, and you find this a relief from all the jet-set kind of
 conversation that is the norm. He seems almost like a family member, and you feel good when
 the two of you are together. He always manages to remind you of the virtues of a simple life,
 without all the fancy stuff. You may learn of property or housing arrangements through him.

His Mercury  in Your Fourth  House

 Here is a real admirer of your mind and mental qualities. Above all he loves to share ideas
 with you, whether by phone, letter, or in person. There is endless chatter when you two get
 together. This relationship could find you waxing very eloquent and becoming downright
 creative. You might feel that your ideas and thoughts are worth writing down after being with
 him. He probably laughs at all your jokes and even dotes on the poetry you write.

His Venus  in Your Third  House

 When all is well, the two of you manage to get a lot done, attending to all of the
 responsibilities that need caring for. He drives you to a greater response than you could provide
 on your own when it comes to taking care of business. However, if you are the least bit upset or
 overloaded, you may experience barak as too much of a good thing. He may irritate you. Or you
 may get critical and petty with one another. The whole thing can be hard on your nerves.

His Mars  in Your Sixth  House

 There are real career opportunities in knowing barak. He may be the key to providing you
 with insight as to how you can improve your position or social standing. He has an obvious
 integrity and sense of fairness that could serve to make you more upright and respected. He has
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 the capacity to show you the way to more practical control and achievement. A great business
 partner. 

His Jupiter  in Your Tenth  House

 He may help to crystalize your career goals. His no-nonsense approach could make or break
 you. He has a natural sense of authority that you respect and might confuse with a parental
 figure. If you need discipline in career direction, good. If not, you may find this relationship
 disappointing and even depressing. You will always get good advice, perhaps not warmth and
 appreciation. 

His Saturn  in Your Tenth  House

 He has unusual ways of showing affection and a different sense of self-expression. When
 you are with him you find yourself willing to try things, feel out all the new possibilities and
 this includes love making. You just never can be sure what to expect when it comes to barak,
 and he never ceases to surprise you. 

His Uranus  in Your Fifth  House

 He exerts a powerful dreamy influence over you which could appear as a perfect union.
 There is no doubt that the two of you may run around together in a kind of trance. Your social
 life may have all of the attributes of an award-winning movie. Your friends may feel that you
 are the perfect couple. Chances are you will wait for a clear day to see if what you have will
 last. Dancing, late nights, bright lights, big cities are in order.

His Neptune  in Your Seventh  House

 He exerts a powerful influence on your habits, especially when it comes to
 self-improvement. He may revolutionize your ideas of eating, health, exercise, and taking care
 of yourself. You may find that your work habits change through knowing him and that you are
 more aware of subordinates than you were. All of this is not likely to be a tranquil change. He is
 almost ruthless when it comes to revealing your weak spots and urging you to do something
 about it. All in all, this could be a very valuable experience.

His Pluto  in Your Sixth  House
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Report for michelle obama
Strengths in your relationship with barak obama

 Lovebirds! There is real mutual admiration between the two of you, and you work well
 together. This would hold true of a business as well as a love relationship. Essentially this is
 due to a sense of shared ideals and values. You appreciate the very same things in life.

 Your Venus Trine  His Venus       (orb: 00 43')

 This could be a real working relationship. barak has an organizing effect on you, and brings
 discipline and good sense to any project the two of you engage in. Although somewhat cool and
 conservative, this has every sign of being a very durable relationship.

 Your Sun Conjunction  His Saturn       (orb: 01 16')

 You are wholeheartedly supportive of barak's values and ideals. You are his best fan. He is
 always appreciative of your feelings and moods, with the result that you feel very much valued.
 This is a very nice arrangement.

 Your Moon Trine  His Venus       (orb: 01 29')

 He finds you willing and able to discuss even the most sensitive, personal, and
 psychological issues. You naturally understand the changes he's going through, and you have a
 knack for putting them into words. This could be a fine business relationship because both of
 you can concentrate on the essentials.

 Your Mercury Trine  His Pluto       (orb: 02 08')

 This might turn out to be a great working (business) relationship. You have no trouble
 getting behind him, and can urge him to greater success. There is a natural sense of harmony
 and flow to the relationship.

 Your Mars Conjunction  His Jupiter       (orb: 02 35')

 You understand how he feels, and you find it is easy to cheer him up and generally facilitate
 him emotionally. He is very supportive, even protective of you. This is a healthy relationship.

 Your Sun Trine  His Moon       (orb: 02 49')

 You somehow are able to put barak's dreams and ideals into words. He finds you very
 imaginative, even eloquent, and may love poetry and music that you write. There is a basic
 sense of shared ideals, and you have long dreamy conversations.

 Your Mercury Sextile  His Neptune       (orb: 03 47')

 barak is very supportive of your ambitions and drive. He urges you on to perform at your
 very best. There is a lot of energy between you, and this could be a very productive relationship
 for you both.

 Your Mars Trine  His Moon       (orb: 04 03')

 You understand his emotions and like the way barak feels about life. He can really move
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 you to take action and accomplish things. There could be a shared love of sports, even a
 competitive feeling. This could be a long and romantic relationship.

 Your Sun Trine  His Mars       (orb: 04 14')

 barak may be one of your most valuable assets and have a great influence on your career
 and life direction. Through his support you may succeed in finding solutions to many a
 problem. You work well together and would make good partners.

 Your Sun Conjunction  His Jupiter       (orb: 04 17')

 You value his dreams and idealistic nature. There is an almost otherworldy sense that
 develops when the two of you get intimate -- your own magic bubble. He enchants you.
 Movies, music, and moods are something you can enjoy together.

 Your Venus Trine  His Neptune       (orb: 07 53')

 You both probably love music, theater, and -- above all -- the movies. He finds you very
 supportive when it comes to his dreams and fantasies. You probably find it easy to get lost
 together in any of a number of imaginative activities. You tend to get emotionally very clear
 and high when the two of you are together.

 Your Moon Trine  His Neptune       (orb: 08 38')
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Report for michelle obama
Challenges in your relationship with barak obama

 Push me; pull you. There is a tendency to end up feeling at odds with one another no matter
 what the issue. This could manifest in hard feelings and a lack of support on each of your parts.
 It is  a no-win situation, and even a bit humorous.

 Your Moon Square  His Moon       (orb: 00 32')

 There may be some hurt feelings on barak's part because he feels unappreciated by you.
 You don't always give him the credit that he feels he is due. He may refuse to give you the kind
 of support and nurturing that you're looking for. You both tend to be at loggerheads over this.

 Your Venus Square  His Moon       (orb: 01 17')

 barak refuses, or is often unable, to get your meaning. He may feel that your own feelings
 are lacking as a motivating force in your life. This can lead to harsh exchanges and hot tempers.

 Your Mars Opposition  His Mercury       (orb: 01 46')

 He doesn't appreciate the way your mind works. Your words are wasted on him. You may
 find yourself being mentally critical of his ideals and sense of values. He doesn't like the way
 you think.

 Your Mercury Opposition  His Venus       (orb: 03 23')

 barak's feelings of independence, and his unusual ways, tend to rub you the wrong way at
 times. You refuse to support his oddball ideas. He may find you restricting and unimaginative.
 There is definite disagreement here.

 Your Moon Opposition  His Uranus       (orb: 04 43')

 He may not always think highly of you and is not afraid to let you know when this is the
 case. You may sometimes tend to discount what he says and squelch communication. You don't
 always like what he thinks.

 Your Sun Opposition  His Mercury       (orb: 05 06')

 You may feel that barak is a hopeless dreamer, and you may refuse to get behind what you
 term escapism on his part. Your own ambitions run counter to his own sense of mystery and
 idealism. He may disappoint or deceive you.

 Your Mars Square  His Neptune       (orb: 05 07')

 You may not appreciate his sense of independence, always having to do something different
 and unusual. You don't like surprises. It may go against your own set of values and thus be a
 cause for dissension.

 Your Venus Opposition  His Uranus       (orb: 05 28')

 You can't appreciate his continual need for self-analysis and confrontation. He never seems
 happy unless he has reduced every meeting to its lowest common denominator. He may go
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 against all that you hold dear, and drag you through scene after scene. A problem.
 Your Venus Opposition  His Pluto       (orb: 06 15')

 The fact that you find it difficult to put up with his need for confrontation and self-analysis
 may cause resentment. Your lack of support in this area may lead to explosive times and hurt
 feelings. You are tired of the tension and don't feel like putting your emotions through one more
 transformation. 

 Your Moon Opposition  His Pluto       (orb: 07 00')

 The two of you may tend to get very emotional, and you could clash over many issues. He
 may feel that he doesn't get enough support from you, and that you are pushy and aggressive.
 You may not feel like pouring a lot of energy into his needs and demands.

 Your Mars Opposition  His Sun       (orb: 08 46')
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